BOX Pt.1  Please return all items marked Pt.1 to this box.

Booklets
Hyakunin-itsu (in Japanese; poetry) (tan cover)

Books
Food Must Feast the Eyes as Well as the Stomach (Japanese recipe book)
Giftwraps by Artists: Kimono Japanese Designs (16 loose pages, tagboard binder)
Japan: A Literature Based Multi-Cultural Unit Volume 2
Japan (A New True Book)
Japanese Prints Coloring Book
Sadako
South Korea: A Literature-Based Multicultural Unit, Volume 8

Magazines
Asian Culture: bulletin of Asian Cultural Centre for UNESCO, no. 23, July 1979

Realia
Appetizer dishes w/lids (5)
Daruma wish doll
Geta (shoes) (2 pairs)
Japanese abacus (Soroban)
Japanese postcard (1)
Kokeshi doll pencils (5)
Origami materials (2 charts) (4 books, titles listed) (all in 1 pkg.)
   Origami: Japanese Paper Folding (Books 1,2,3)
   Paper Folding for Beginners
Play Handkerchief (folded to resemble kimono; directions on back)
Shishi head (movable mouth)
Tengu mask
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BOX Pt.2 Please return all items marked Pt.2 to this box.

Books

*Haunting Tales from Japan*

Pictures (all in 1 pkg.) (black #’s on florescent red dots)

Japanese architecture and geography (set of 12)

1. Bird’s-eye View of the Horyuji Buddhist Monastery, Near Nara
2. Chanoyu, or Tea Ceremony
3. Daibutsa, or Great Buddha, at Kamakura
4. Feudal Castle of Himeji
5. Hina-Matsuri or Girls’ Doll Festival
6. Japanese School Children Practicing “Kendo” or Fencing w/Bamboo Staves
7. Nijubashi, Main Entrance to Imperial Palace, Tokyo
8. Part of the Aoi-Matsuri Classical Procession
9. Peerless Mt. Fuji, Japan’s National Mountain in Springtime
10. Sakura or Cherry Blossom, Japanese People’s National Flower
11. Typical Seascape of Japan
12. Yomeimon, Nikko, the Most Resplendent Shrine Gate

(Set of 7)

13. “Gathering of Cranes, A” (mounted)
14. Fish swim in the wind (carp streamers over village rice beds)
15. Kabuki theatre actor’s face
16. Kites article (4 mounted pieces, 16a, 16b, 16c, 16d)

Realia

Fox mask
Furoshiki (purse scarf)
Japanese carp streamers (5)
Japanese hand towel (blue print cotton w/ information sheet)
Kokeshi dolls (3)
Korean dolls (2, in plastic case)
Obi sash for kimono (purple)
Peasant girl folk toy
Plum tree in glass pot (in box)
South Korean chopsticks (26 pairs)
South Korean currency (won, 2)
South Korean lacquerware box w/lid
Tabi (socks) (1 pair, 1 single)
Tatami mat
Yawata Uma (wooden horse folk toys) (2)
Yukata with matching obi (kimono and sash)
**Charts** (1 pkg.) (black #’s on florescent yellow dots)

1. Calligraphy chart  (blue booklet)  
2. Clothing chart   (red booklet)  
3. Flower arranging chart (red booklet)  
4. Food chart  (red booklet)  
5. Footwear chart  (red booklet)
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BOX Pt.3 Please return all items marked Pt.3 to this box.

Books
Statistical Handbook of Japan

Pictures
From Illustrated Book of the Far East
(large picture pages of Japan and Korea) (13)

Realia
Ainu ritual carving
Crowing rooster folk toy
*Decorations for clear soup (3) (*all in 1 pkg.)
Flower bowl (mended)
Hashioki (chopstick rests for the table) (5)
Japanese chopsticks (22 wooden pairs, 1 plastic pair)
Japanese currency (yen, 5 coins)
Japanese kimono coasters (6)
Japanese kleenex
Japanese wedding envelope
Japanese wedding paper doll (in plastic envelope)
Owl folk toy
Sake bottle and cups (2)
Shokuhin sampuru (fake food) (4)
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Box Pt.4 Please return item marked Pt.5 to this envelope.

Japanese fan (mounted on tagboard, sealed in plastic)
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BAG Pt. 5 Please return all items marked Pt.4 to this bag.

Maps (black #’s on florescent orange dots)
1. “Asia” / (reproducibles, info on back)
3. “Japan” (tagboard)
4. “Japan” / “Historical Japan”

Pictures
5. Collage of Japan (mounted, green)
6. Collage of women’s clothing (mounted)
7. Mt. Fuji (mounted, laminated)

Posters
8. “Comparative History of Japan”
9. Girl with Umbrella / (reproducibles on back)
10. “Japan” (collage of life in Japan) (brochure, Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Japan) (pictures on both sides) (2, same)
11. “Japan” (collage of life in Japan) (brochure, Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Japan) (pictures on both sides) (2, same)
12. “Japan: Japanese children have fun in the snow on a cold winter day in Akita” / (reproducibles, info on back)
14. “Korea” (Korean children) / (reproducibles, info on back)
15. “Kyoto: Autumn Leaves along the Katsura River”
17. “Mt. Fuji” / (reproducibles, info on back)
18. “Nara: Pagoda of Murooji Temple in Early Summer”
19. “Rainy Season, The” / (info on back)
20. “Sea Life/Japan: Video Letter From Japan”